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Abstract
In this paper, we propose the task of consecu-001
tive question generation (CQG), which gener-002
ates a set of logically related question-answer003
pairs to understand a whole passage, with a004
comprehensive consideration of the aspects in-005
cluding accuracy, coverage, and informative-006
ness. To achieve this, we first examine the four007
key elements of CQG, i.e., question, answer,008
rationale1, and context history2, and propose a009
novel dynamic multitask framework with one010
main task generating a question-answer pair,011
and four auxiliary tasks generating other ele-012
ments. It directly helps the model generate013
good questions through both joint training and014
self-reranking. At the same time, to fully ex-015
plore the worth-asking information in a given016
passage, we make use of the reranking losses017
to sample the rationales and search for the018
best question series globally. Finally, we mea-019
sure our strategy by QA data augmentation020
and manual evaluation, as well as a novel ap-021
plication of generated question-answer pairs022
on DocNLI. We prove that our strategy can023
improve question generation significantly and024
benefit multiple related NLP tasks.025

1 Introduction026

Question Generation (QG) is an important and027

promising task in natural language generation028

(NLG). It has long served as an effective way029

to improve other NLP tasks. The applications030

of synthetic questions have expanded from QA031

data augmentation (Duan et al., 2017; Lewis et al.,032

2021) to building tutoring or dialogue systems033

(Lindberg et al., 2013; Bordes and Weston, 2017),034

self-assessing the ability of language models (Sun035

et al., 2019), and checking the faithfulness of an036

abstract summary (Durmus et al., 2020), etc.037

Traditionally, syntax-based methods such as se-038

mantic parsing are commonly adopted to synthe-039

1The sentence based on which a question is generated.
2The coverage of all previous rationales, representing the

background information of the current question series.

Today is Jessica’s 80th birthday. Her daughter Mela

and Mela’s husband Josh is coming over to the birth-

day party...

Q1: Who is her daughter? A1: Mela.
Q2: Who is Josh? A2: Mela’s husband.
Q3: Who has a birthday party? A3: Mela.

Table 1: Example QG results using a two-step incon-
secutive method based on extractive answers.

size questions (Berant et al., 2013; Khullar et al., 040

2018). Recently, transformer-based pre-trained 041

language models (Vaswani et al., 2017; Devlin 042

et al., 2019) are widely used to generate questions. 043

Most of these works are two-step QG methods 044

(Sun et al., 2018; Rennie et al., 2020), which rely 045

on ground-truth or pre-extracted answers (Wang 046

et al., 2019; Jia et al., 2020) and generate questions 047

independently (Puri et al., 2020; Bartolo et al., 048

2021). However, in real scenarios such as daily 049

conversations or reading comprehension, we usu- 050

ally raise several questions consecutively to under- 051

stand a whole story. Current QG methods are in- 052

adequate to generate such questions, as Table 1 053

shows. We can see that there are no logical con- 054

nections between the questions (e.g., Q3 and Q1) 055

and pre-extracted answers also lead to simplicity 056

(e.g., Q1) and inconsistency (e.g., Q3). 057

In such cases, we propose the task of consecu- 058

tive question generation (CQG), which automati- 059

cally produces a set of well-ordered and logically 060

related question-answer (Q-A) pairs to help under- 061

stand a given passage (or story). Table 2 shows 062

several “ideal” questions which are mutually con- 063

nected and cover diverse information in the text. 064

To achieve this, unlike traditional QG methods, 065

which mainly focus on “what are good questions”, 066

our CQG also requires a model to automatically 067

find “which information in a text is worth-asking”. 068

Additionally, since we pose questions not only 069

to get separate information, but to understand a 070
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whole story, we propose three key qualities simul-071

taneously to evaluate consecutive questions, i.e.,072

accuracy, coverage, and informativeness.073

With these demands, we propose an integrated074

dynamic multitask framework, with five unified075

Seq2Seq generation tasks. One main task gener-076

ates Q-A pairs and four auxiliary tasks make full077

use of the generation of four key CQG elements078

(i.e., question, answer, rationale, and context his-079

tory). We link the qualities of key aspects with the080

losses of four auxiliary tasks respectively. Based081

on it, we then design four distinct methods to im-082

prove the model performance from all aspects and083

from all stages during training and inference.084

The five tasks are jointly trained in one model to085

help it learn from different views. In inference, the086

main task generates candidates and then the aux-087

iliary tasks self-rerank them, improving Q-A ac-088

curacy, coverage, and informativeness all-roundly.089

To fully exploit the worth-asking information in090

each sentence and generate questions properly and091

dynamically, we propose a novel rationale sam-092

pling method and sentence-level beam-search. We093

recompose the context history reranking losses to094

measure the information in each rationale, and095

then design a sample probability to guarantee that096

the more information a rationale leaves, the more097

likely it is asked once again. To relieve the error098

cascade and guide the direction of a Q-A flow, we099

reinvent beam-search to sentence-level, which re-100

arranges the total reranking results and seeks the101

global optimum Q-A series for a whole passage.102

Finally, we conduct abundant experiments on103

QA augmentation and make a manual evaluation.104

We further propose a novel method for document-105

level NLI task (Yin et al., 2021) using question106

generation. Successfully, we promote the perfor-107

mance on multiple QA scenes and prove the ex-108

pansibility of our model on different NLP tasks.109

2 Related Work110

Question generation is a promising task which has111

been well studied in many researches. Initially,112

rule-based or traditional machine learning meth-113

ods are widely used in producing questions. Heil-114

man and Smith (2010) adopt verb transformations115

and Berant et al. (2013) use semantic parsing to116

synthesize questions. Recently, deep learning tech-117

niques have given a further development of ques-118

tion generation. Du et al. (2017) use an LSTM119

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) model, and120

Sultan et al. (2020) adopt RoBERTa (Liu et al., 121

2019) model to generate questions. 122

At the same time, the strategies like multitask 123

learning and self-training have been applied to im- 124

prove the quality of generated questions. Zhou 125

et al. (2019) and Ma et al. (2020) employ a mul- 126

titask structure to generate coherent and fluent 127

questions. Sachan and Xing (2018) and Rennie 128

et al. (2020) adopt a self-training strategy to jointly 129

learn to ask and answer questions. Alberti et al. 130

(2019) use roundtrip consistency to filter out in- 131

consistent results. Shinoda et al. (2021) generate 132

noisy data and Sultan et al. (2020) employ nucleus 133

sampling (Holtzman et al., 2020) to improve the 134

diversity of questions. However, they mainly fo- 135

cus on only one quality aspect and most of them 136

are based on predefined answers or original data. 137

As QG can produce meaningful questions, it has 138

been widely used to promote other NLP tasks. Liu 139

et al. (2020) use a constrained question rewriting 140

way to generate new data for QA tasks. Wang et al. 141

(2020) and Nan et al. (2021) check the faithfulness 142

of summaries through answering generated ques- 143

tions. Pan et al. (2021) generate question-answer 144

pairs and convert them for fact verification. Never- 145

theless, the researches above mainly produce each 146

question independently and ignore the connections 147

between questions. 148

As for generating a set of questions over a spe- 149

cific passage, Krishna and Iyyer (2019) propose 150

a pipelined system to ask different levels of ques- 151

tions from general to specific. Lee et al. (2020) 152

use conditional variational autoencoder to gener- 153

ate multiple robust questions for a given paragraph. 154

Similar to us, Chai and Wan (2020) generate se- 155

quential and related questions under dual-graph in- 156

teraction, but use ground-truth answers. To the 157

best of our knowledge, we are the first to consec- 158

utively synthesize a series of connected question- 159

answer pairs to understand an entire passage, with 160

the comprehensive consideration of accuracy, cov- 161

erage, and informativeness. 162

3 Multitask Framework 163

In our CQG strategy, the foundation is five various 164

but unified tasks. The effects of these tasks are 165

dynamically spread throughout our whole strategy. 166

In section 4 we use them to compose four related 167

methods to enhance different stages. 168

We first symbolically define the four key ele- 169

ments used in our work. S denotes the story from 170
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S: [Once upon a time in Greece, there lived a young man called Narcissus.]stc1 [He lived in a small

village on the sea and was famous in the land because he was quite handsome.]stc2 ...

Q1: What was the name of the young man? A1: Narcissus. R1: stc1
Q2: Where did he live? A2: A small village on the sea. R2: stc2
Q3: Was he famous in the land? A3: Yes. R3: stc2
Q4: Why? A4: Because he was quite handsome. R4: stc2

Task Input Output

a Q1A1 · · ·Qn−1An−1 < sep > answer this : Qn < sep > S An

q Q1A1 · · ·Qn−1An−1 < sep > question it : An < sep > S Qn

main Q1A1 · · ·Qn−1An−1 < sep > pose pair : Rn < sep > S Qn?An

r Q1A1 · · ·Qn−1An−1 < sep > find rationale : QnAn< sep > S Rn

h Q1A1 · · · QnAn < sep > generate history < sep >
∪n

i=1 Ri

Table 2: An ideal CQG example, where the questions are mutually connected and can cover diverse information to
help understand the whole story. Also an example of data composition of our multitask generation framework, as
well as the input and output in the nth generation step. In this example, the output of Task h is stc1 when n = 1,
and is stc1stc2 when n ≥ 2. “

∪
” means coverage, or union set, with no overlap or replication.

which questions are produced; Qn means the nth171

question and An is the answer; Rn is the corre-172

sponding rationale (always one sentence) based on173

which Qn is generated. Since the Q-A pairs are174

generated dependently on previous questions, Cn175

denotes the context which composes of previous176

n − 1 Q-A pairs and the story. Table 2 is an ex-177

ample. Then we define the main task and the four178

auxiliary tasks using the nth turn as follows:179

Task main: Cn +Rn → Qn +An180

Task a: Cn +Qn → An181

Task q: Cn +An → Qn182

Task r: Cn +Qn +An → Rn183

Task h:
∑n

i=1(Qi +Ai) →
∪n

i=1Ri184

In Task main, because we think the extractive185

answer is usually simple and it is inconsistent to186

get a Q-A in two steps, different from traditional187

methods, we input the context and rationale and188

output the question and answer simultaneously.189

The design of Task a and Task q aims to guar-190

antee that the generated question and answer are191

accurate: given the question we can get the an-192

swer and given the answer we can get the question.193

Here Task a follows traditional QA form. We do194

not input the rationale in Task q because previous195

Q-A pairs are included in the context, so if An is196

an accurate answer, the model should recognize197

the connection between the answer and the previ-198

ous Q-A pairs, and restore the question easily.199

Moreover, although we input the rationale in200

Task main, it does not necessarily imply that the201

question-answer pair is derived from it. So we202

design Task r (Cn + Qn + An → Rn) to verify 203

that the model indeed uses the information in in- 204

put rationale to get the question and answer. Task 205

r helps the model to recognize the corresponding 206

rationale, and then increase the coverage of a Q- 207

A series, which means more events or more seg- 208

ments are precisely referred to. 209

Finally, to generate an informative and useful 210

question, which means the knowledge it asks for 211

does not overlap with previous ones, we consider 212

that the more unseen information included in the 213

Q-A pair, the better. We introduce the history of 214

the context as the coverage of all previous ratio- 215

nales, which represents the total background in- 216

formation till the current Q-A turn. Therewith, 217

we present Task h:
∑n

i=1(Qi + Ai) →
∪n

i=1Ri, 218

which uses Q-A pairs to restore the history. “
∪

” 219

means cover, with no overlap or replication, and 220

“+” means append or plus. 221

Both Task r and Task h use Q-A pairs to restore 222

the context, but focus on coverage and informative- 223

ness differently. Specifically, a part of a story is 224

covered means a question is asked based on it, but 225

a informative question means it is non-trivial and 226

important and contains no repetitive information. 227

Also, in Task r we input the context, so the model 228

only needs to locate the correct rationale, but in 229

Task h, it has to generate the history completely 230

based on Q-A pairs. Therefore in Task h, if the 231

nth Q-A pair carries more unseen information, it 232

will be easier to restore the history compared with 233

a Q-A pair with repetitive or trivial information. 234
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Figure 1: An overview of our dynamic multitask frame-
work during joint training and self-reranking. One
main task generates Q-A pairs and four auxiliary tasks
generate other four CQG elements. In training, the five
tasks are jointly trained in one model. In inference, the
model uses the main task to generate candidates and
then uses the auxiliary tasks to self-rerank them. We
use the nth turn of a series of questions as an example
and generate 4 candidates in inference. j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

4 Training and Inference235

Based on the dynamic multitask framework, we236

jointly train a BART (Lewis et al., 2020) model.237

In inference, we use the main task to generate sev-238

eral candidates and self-rerank them using the aux-239

iliary tasks. With the reranking losses, we design240

a formula to assess the information and automat-241

ically sample the rationales. Globally, we beam-242

search for the best Q-A series on sentence level.243

4.1 Joint Training244

We randomly shuffle the five kinds of training in-245

stances and use a BART model to jointly train the246

five tasks together. We also train the model to gen-247

erate a “?” between a Q-A to split it, and adopt248

five hand-made prompts (Liu et al., 2021). Table 2249

shows an example of our data structure. Given the250

Seq2Seq model parameterized by θ, the input se-251

quence x with n tokens = {x1, · · · , xn} and label 252

y with m tokens = {y1, · · · , ym}, the generation 253

probability and loss are as follows: 254

p(y|x, θ) =
m∏
z=1

p(yz|y<z,x, θ) (1) 255

256

loss(y|x, θ) = − 1

m

m∑
z=1

log p(yz|y<z,x, θ) (2) 257

Through joint training we train a model to learn 258

from different views and allow every task to bene- 259

fit each other mutually. We also acquire the ability 260

to do all five tasks in one model. 261

4.2 Self-Reranking 262

During the inference stage, through the main task 263

we can obtain many candidate question-answer 264

pairs using a decoding strategy like nucleus sam- 265

pling. To select the best result, inspired by Shen 266

et al. (2021), we employ these candidates to the 267

same model to do Task a,q,r, and h, and then rank 268

the candidates using the losses of the four auxil- 269

iary tasks. In another word, we use one model as 270

both the generator and ranker. During reranking, 271

the corresponding question and answer of the aux- 272

iliary tasks are those generated from Task main. 273

Specifically, we multiply the four losses together 274

as the reranking loss, as Eq.3, where the subscript 275

i refers to different tasks. 276

lossrank(y|x, θ) =
∏

i∈{a,q,r,h}

loss(yi|xi, θ) (3) 277

We consider the candidate with the lowest 278

reranking loss as the one who excels in accuracy, 279

coverage, and informativeness generally. This is 280

inspired by the idea of evaluating generated text 281

as text generation (Yuan et al., 2021). Through 282

this strategy we also unify the form of training and 283

reranking process and manage to do them in the 284

same model. Figure 1 shows the structure of our 285

multitask joint training and self-reranking. 286

4.3 Rationale Sampling 287

The aforementioned methods are useful to gener- 288

ate one good Q-A pair. Still, how to effectively 289

generate consecutive questions on a passage re- 290

mains unsettled. By default, we select every ra- 291

tionale as the next sentence of previous one. How- 292

ever, one rationale does not necessarily correspond 293

to only one question, because a long informative 294

sentence may be suitable for several Q-A pairs. 295
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sentencet sentencet+1sentencet−1· · ·

QAnQAn−1QAn−2 QAn+1· · ·

kp
1− kp

Figure 2: An example of rationale sampling, in which
there is a probability of kp that Rn+1 is sentencet, and
1 − kp it is sentencet+1. Specifically in this example,
n′ is n− 2, Rn′ is sentencet−1, and mn′ is the length
of

∑t−1
i=1 sentencei.

Hence, we propose the rationale sampling strat-296

egy, which introduces a probability that the next297

rationale keeps the same sentence as the current298

one, as Figure 2 shows. We use kp as the keep-299

ing probability. Then intuitively, we let kp be lin-300

early related to the amount of information left in301

the current rationale. Traditionally, the informa-302

tion is hard to be calculated quantitatively. How-303

ever, recall that we use the loss of Task h to mea-304

sure the information of a Q-A series, so similarly,305

we design a loss to represent the rest information306

in current rationale. We want a higher loss to mean307

that less information of Rn is included in the Q-A308

series, and more information is still left in Rn.309

Naturally, we first separate out the Q-A pairs on310

Rn. Given current step n, we find n′, which is the311

most recent step where Rn′ ̸= Rn. Then, we use312

loss(Rn|
n∑

i=n′+1

(Qi +Ai) +

n′∪
i=1

Ri, θ)

≈
mnlosshn −mn′ losshn′

mn −mn′
≜ a

313

to represent the rest information in Rn
3, which is314

the loss of using previous sentences and the Q-A315

pairs on Rn to restore Rn. Given our multitask316

framework, we use the ready-calculated losses of317

Task h to approximate this loss, without introduc-318

ing more computation and complexity.319

The approximation is a. Particularly if n is 1, a320

is lossh1 . Empirically, we set the slope to be 0.2321

and set a bound of 0-0.75. Finally, we get Eq.(4),322

and the average kp is 0.32 in the experiments, re-323

sulting in about 1.3 questions from one sentence.324

kp =


0, 0.2a ≤ 0

0.2a, 0 < 0.2a < 0.75

0.75. 0.2a ≥ 0.75

(4)325

Besides, we also design other two rationale sam-326

pling strategies as in Appendix B.4, which shows327

3mn = len(
∪n

i=1 Ri). The details are in Appendix B.3
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Figure 3: An overview of the sentence-level beam-
search strategy. In this example each step the
model generates 4 question-answer candidates and the
sentence-level beam size is 2.

that our strategy which bases on Task h to calcu- 328

late information performs better than other hand- 329

made probability formulas. 330

4.4 Sentence-Level Beam-Search 331

Although rationale sampling helps catch more in- 332

formation and improves flexibility, it brings about 333

more uncertainty. The mutually dependent gener- 334

ation may also lead to deviation (Li et al., 2021). 335

Thus, it is crucial to guide the flow direction in ev- 336

ery step and ensure the quality of the whole series. 337

Naturally, inspired by traditional beam-search 338

(token-level), we propose the sentence-level beam- 339

search, as Figure 3 shows. Different from tradi- 340

tional beam-search, which generates a token in 341

each search step, we generate a QA pair, and we 342

adopt the reranking loss of each QA pair to take 343

the place of the generation probability. Thus, in 344

each step, we maintain several candidates with the 345

lowest product of all previous reranking losses, 346

which is calculated as Eq.5, where L is the final 347

loss of our sentence-level beam-search method. 348

L(Q1A1 · · ·QnAn|x, θ) =
n∏

j=1

lossrankj (5) 349

To summarize, 3.2 to 3.4 are for inference. Prac- 350

tically, in each generation step, we first use previ- 351

ous results to do rationale sampling to locate the 352

rationale, then generate some candidates and cal- 353

culate the current reranking losses, and finally we 354

use the total losses to sentence-level beam-search 355

and keep several Q-A flows for the next step. 356

5 Experiments 357

5.1 Experimental Setup 358

We employ CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019) training set 359

as our training data. CoQA is a large-scale dataset 360
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for building Conversational Question Answering361

systems. The questions are conversational, and362

thus, every question after the first is dependent363

on the conversation history. The answers are free-364

form text with their corresponding rationales in the365

story. We expand the rationales to whole sentences366

and remove the questions with unknown answers.367

Finally, we get 7199 stories and each story has 15368

turns of Q-A pairs on average. The training details369

and experiments are in Appendix A, where we also370

analyze the effect of joint training.371

After training a model θ on CoQA, we evaluate372

our model by applying its question generation abil-373

ity to two downstream tasks: data augmentation374

for QA and document-level NLI. Further, under375

the synthetic results on CoQA, we analyze their376

accuracy, coverage, and informativeness using hu-377

man evaluations and a repeat-pose experiment.378

5.2 Experiments to Augment QA Data379

Data augmentation is one common way to employ380

generated questions and verify QG models. To381

augment QA dataset D, we (1) use θ to synthesize382

Q-A pairs D′ on the training set of D; (2) train an-383

other BART model θ′ on D′ or D +D′ to answer384

questions4; (3) test θ′ on the dev set of D.385

Results on CoQA386

First we test our strategy to augment CoQA387

dataset. The setting Origin means the model θ′388

is trained on the original CoQA training set, and389

Synth means it is trained with synthetic Q-A pairs.390

Inspired by Yuan et al. (2021), we additionally use391

the losses to measure the performance392

In Synth, we conduct single q, two step, and393

single m as three baseline models, where single q394

means we use a single Task q model to ask ques-395

tions based on the origin answers, like the tradi-396

tional QG methods. Two step means we first ex-397

tract an answer5, then generate a question on it us-398

ing the single Task q model. Single m is a Task m399

model, which generates Q-A pairs.400

Joint train is a multitask jointly trained model.401

Based on joint train model, we further add the self-402

reranking method, using all four auxiliary tasks.403

Then on this joint train + rerank model, we con-404

duct four ablation studies of auxiliary tasks.405

Under joint train + rerank model, we also intro-406

duce other two conditions, independent and relay.407

4Since our synthetic Q-A pairs are free-form, we still use
BART to generate the answers on both CoQA and SQuAD.

5Use a BERT model to locate the start and end tokens.

By default, we generate the question series in an 408

automatic way, which means every step the previ- 409

ous Q-A pairs are the Q-A pairs generated in previ- 410

ous steps. In independent setting, we let previous 411

Q-A pairs be empty in all steps, which means the 412

model generates every question like the first ques- 413

tion, but when training QA model θ′, we still input 414

the previous QA pairs to align the data format with 415

CoQA. In relay setting, the previous Q-A pairs of 416

every synthetic instance are from CoQA training 417

set, and the rationale is the ground-truth rationale 418

sentence, which means the model inherits the Q-A 419

flow from authentic CoQA’s context. 420

Finally, still under joint train + rerank model, 421

we add rationale sampling and sentence-level 422

beam-search. Additionally, we merge the original 423

training set with synthetic data to create the merg- 424

ing setting (D + D′). Note that RS and SBS are 425

not suitable for independent or relay setting. 426

CoQA Bleu Loss F1qa

Origin

Bart 38.52 0.777 78.54

Synth

Single q 35.43/37.85 5.429/0.869 70.82/78.35

Two step 15.41/39.92 5.078/0.817 56.00/77.85

Single m 27.04/41.42 5.538/0.776 65.66/79.20

Joint train 26.97/38.92 5.613/0.765 65.90/80.11

+rerank 24.88/38.26 5.674/0.768 65.05/80.52

rerank a 25.31/38.03 5.612/0.764 63.71/80.23

rerank q 24.66/37.83 5.401/0.773 64.44/80.29

rerank r 24.03/38.05 5.487/0.768 63.73/80.18

rerank h 23.10/37.32 5.499/0.789 63.01/80.27

indep 20.38/39.03 5.490/0.783 56.54/78.29

relay 35.11/45.24 5.477/0.781 75.90/81.79

+RS 31.73/46.24 5.323/0.758 72.33/81.83

+SBS 32.01/47.86 5.431/0.766 72.49/81.98

Table 3: Results on CoQA dev set. In Synth, results
without and with merging are separated by “/”. In the
middle are four ablation experiments of auxiliary tasks
with Bart joint train+rerank. RS: rationale sampling.
SBS: sentence-level beam-search.

Table 3 shows the results. The single q and 427

two step model make relatively low scores when 428

merged with original data, which means they gen- 429

erate relatively simple and low-quality questions. 430

Using our one step Q-A pairs generation, in merg- 431

ing setting the single m model leads to higher 432

scores even than single q, which based on origin 433

answers. Joint train and reranking further improve 434
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the F1qa scores by 1.32 points. From the four ab-435

lation studies, it is not hard to see that every aux-436

iliary task filters the results effectively, leading to437

0.07 to 0.18 higher F1qa scores.438

Comparing the independent settings with our439

model, we can see that our consecutive genera-440

tion largely improves the quality of questions by441

2.23 F1qa scores. Moreover, although the relay442

model based on the original Q-A flow truly gets443

better performance, when we add RS and SBS444

strategy to get our best model, the F1qa score is445

further increased by 1.46 points, and finally it out-446

performs relay generation by 0.19 points. It shows447

that the Q-A series searched by RS and SBS are448

more proper even than the ground-truth flow.449

Results on SQuAD and more data450

To check our QG ability on out-of-domain pas-451

sages, we augment SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al.,452

2018) dataset using our best model trained on453

CoQA. We select the instances without unknown454

answers and with a story longer than 128 words.455

Since the questions in SQuAD are independent but456

also well-organized, we manually add previous Q-457

A pairs to align with CoQA.458

To truly reveal the ability of our model, we em-459

ploy it to synthesize more questions on a large460

number of unlabeled passages. We randomly col-461

lect 10000 Wikipedia passages whose lengths are462

from 100 to 500 words. Then we use our model463

trained on CoQA to generate questions on them,464

resulting in about 0.15 million Q-A pairs, which465

we use to augment both CoQA and SQuAD.

SQuAD Bleu Loss F1qa

Origin

Bart 65.52 0.675 84.26

+preQA 68.67 0.625 85.32

Synth

Ours 41.91/67.43 4.639/0.691 67.57/85.59

+Wiki 50.58/65.39 4.010/0.630 74.90/85.88

CoQA
Ours 32.01/47.86 5.431/0.766 72.49/81.98

+Wiki 33.01/47.43 5.441/0.758 72.58/82.21
Large 52.36 0.521 87.90

Table 4: Results of out-of-domain generation on
SQuAD dev set, and on Wikipedia passages. “Ours”
means Bart joint train+rerank+RS+SBS. In Synth, re-
sults without and with merging are separated by “/”.

466
Table 4 shows the results. We can see that the467

Q-A series indeed enhances question answering.468

It also indicates that even if our model is trained 469

on different dataset, its synthesized questions still 470

help a QA model gain 0.27 more F1qa points on 471

SQuAD. With more Wikipedia questions, in both 472

CoQA and SQuAD, we manage to further improve 473

F1qa by 0.29 and 0.23 scores. It shows that our 474

model performs well when transferring to another 475

dataset and can augment the QA training sets with 476

large-scale unlabeled data. Finally we adopt large 477

model to get 87.90 F1qa points on CoQA. 478

5.3 Understand a Whole Passage (DocNLI) 479

To prove that our generated questions can really 480

explore most information in an entire passage, we 481

adopt our model for document-level NLI (Doc- 482

NLI) task. Models are required to predict the rela- 483

tion (entailment or not) between a document-level 484

premise and a hypothesis. 485

Traditionally, a model predicts the relation in 486

a sequence classification way. However, given 487

our ability to synthesize consecutive questions to 488

understand a passage, we propose a zero-shot 489

method to predict the relation based on ques- 490

tion generating and answering. Since entailment 491

requires the hypothesis to be derived from the 492

premise, we first generate Q-A pairs given the hy- 493

pothesis, and then answer these questions based on 494

the premise. If we can get the same answers, we 495

predict entailment. In detail, we (1) use θ to syn- 496

thesize a series of Q-A pairs on the hypothesis; (2) 497

use θ to answer Q on the premise, obtaining A′; (3) 498

check the overlap (F1qa) between A and A′. If the 499

F1qa exceeds a given threshold, it is entailment. 500

To make sure that the passages are long enough 501

to generate a series of Q-A pairs, we select the in- 502

stances whose premise and hypothesis are 200 to 503

1000 words from all train, dev, and test set of Doc- 504

NLI, to be our evaluation set. It is 1677 instances 505

in all, and we averagely generate 15 turns of Q-A 506

each instance with rationale sampling. We use 60 507

points of F1qa as the threshold of entailment. 508

Tabel 5 shows the results. F1nli is the har- 509

monic mean of the precision and recall on the 510

classification task. Impressively, using the zero- 511

shot method, our best model surpasses the fine- 512

tuned BERT model by 1.42 points of F1nli score. 513

Among different QG settings, although two step 514

model gets very low losses, its F1nli score is 515

not very high, indicating that it generates rela- 516

tively simple questions which cannot extract much 517

information. Our one step model gets a lower 518
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DocNLI Loss F1qa F1nli

Finetune

Bert - - 48.56

QG

Two step 1.142/2.020 65.69/51.54 47.67

Single m 3.376/4.273 61.00/47.73 46.85

Joint train 3.223/4.119 63.32/49.56 46.90

+rerank 3.217/4.149 63.04/49.68 47.91

indep 2.811/3.857 63.90/49.18 47.88

+RS 2.633/3.601 65.98/50.99 49.88

+SBS 2.376/3.353 66.19/51.19 49.98

Table 5: Results of DocNLI task. Finetune is a BERT-
base model fine-tuned on about 0.8 million other Doc-
NLI instances. When using our zero-shot method, QA
results of entailment and not entailment are separated
by “/”. We use different models for QG, and the QA
model is the same as our best model θ.

F1nli score initially but with the joint training and519

reranking strategy, it improves the score by 0.98520

points. Moreover, we can see clearly that the RS521

and SBS strategies improve the result significantly522

by 2.10 F1nli scores. They also manage to enlarge523

the discrimination between entailment and not en-524

tailment. It suggests that our consecutive gen-525

eration strategy really produces question-answer526

pairs with most of the information in a passage,527

which can help understand the passage effectively.528

5.4 Analyses529

Accuracy and Coverage (Task a, q and r)530

Here we conduct two human evaluations, to prove531

that our strategy improves Q-A accuracy and story532

coverage, which are the effects of Task a, q and533

Task r. Since the coverage requires the model534

to ask for more points of a passage, we use the535

question-rationale consistency (accuracy of ratio-536

nale) to reflect it. This is because all sentences are537

asked at least once, and rationale sampling further538

guarantees the rationales to be well-distributed, so539

if the rationales are all precisely questioned, the540

coverage should be as well satisfactory.541

We randomly collect 10% stories from CoQA542

dev set and use different methods to generate Q-543

A pairs. We, the authors, then manually measure544

whether every question is correctly asked and an-545

swered and whether every question-answer pair is546

derived from its corresponding rationale.547

Table 6 clearly shows that multitask joint train-548

ing and reranking and sentence-level beam-search549

increase the accuracy of Q-A by 6.52 % and ratio-550

Acc of Ours -SBS -Rerank -Joint train
Q-A pair 94.85 92.71 90.32 88.33

rationale 95.65 93.89 90.97 90.26

Table 6: Human evaluations of accuracy of Q-A and
rationale. We do not ablate RS here because it is not
relevant here and will make the data unaligned.

nale by 5.39 %. Thus, we can say that our strategy, 551

main due to Task a, q and Task r, helps generate 552

questions more correctly and locate the rationale 553

more precisely, leading to higher Q-A accuracy 554

and coverage in a series of questions. 555

Informativeness (Task h) 556

To evaluate the ability to utilize information in a 557

rationale, we present the repeat-pose experiment 558

on CoQA. It is adapted from relay setting, and re- 559

quires the model to pose another question based on 560

the same rationale and same context as the orig- 561

inal question. In other words, the model has to 562

“squeeze” more information from the same ratio- 563

nale, so the key is whether Task h can rank the 564

informativeness of each candidate precisely.

CoQA Bleu Loss F1qa

Bart joint train relay w/o rerank 41.01 0.737 81.21

Bart joint train repeat w/o rerank 41.97 0.741 81.28

Bart joint train repeat w/ rerank 43.40 0.708 81.57

Table 7: Results of the repeat-pose experiment. Syn-
thetic data are merged with the original training set.

565
Table 7 shows the results, which demonstrate 566

that repeat-pose with self-reranking strategy fur- 567

ther improves the F1qa scores by 0.36 points, in- 568

dicating that Task h indeed helps select the more 569

informative question-answer pairs. 570

6 Conclusion 571

In this paper, we propose the consecutive ques- 572

tion generation task, which synthesizes mutually 573

connected question-answer pairs to fully explore 574

the information in a passage. By constructing a 575

novel multitask framework with one main task and 576

four unified auxiliary tasks, we generate optimum 577

Q-A series using four sub-methods, which help 578

“generate good questions” as well as “find worth- 579

asking information”. With extensive experiments, 580

we prove that our model is able to generate high- 581

quality Q-A pairs to understand a whole passage 582

and has the power to benefit various NLP tasks. 583
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A Implementation and Training Details851

We use PyTorch to implement our models. We852

acquire the pre-trained BART model6 from the853

Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020).854

During training, we set the batch size to 64 and855

learning rate to 1e-5. The maximum input length856

is 1024. In inference, we use beam-search with857

beam size 4 to generate answers for QA. Follow-858

ing Sultan et al. (2020), we use nucleus sampling859

with top-k(k=50) and top-p(p=0.95) to generate860

6https://huggingface.co/facebook/
bart-base

question-answer pairs. We averagely return 4 can- 861

didates each step and set sentence-level beam size 862

to 4, which means in our best model, every step 863

we select 4 out of 16 candidate Q-A flows. The 864

models we use are base size. 865

After training we evaluate the losses of five 866

tasks on CoQA dev set, and the F1qa scores using 867

Task a. Table 8 shows the results with different 868

training settings. We can see that joint training im- 869

proves the performance on four out of five tasks, 870

suggesting that different tasks benefit each other 871

effectively. Prompts also enhance the Q-A ability 872

and decrease the losses on three out of five tasks. 873

CoQA Ours w/o Prompts w/o Joint
Loss a 0.767 0.771 0.777

Loss q 1.364 1.370 1.377

Loss m 1.372 1.378 1.388

Loss r 0.062 0.058 0.068

Loss h 2.554 2.543 2.536

F1qa a 80.60 80.07 78.54

Table 8: Losses and F1qa scores on CoQA dev set using
different training method.

During reranking, the scales of different losses 874

are also not far from Table 8. 875

B Supplementary Analyses 876

B.1 Beam-Search or Nucleus Sampling 877

As argued in (Sultan et al., 2020), nucleus sam- 878

pling leads to higher diversity and is better than 879

beam-search in QG. To verify that, we train 880

two sets of models on different tasks with full 881

strategies. We adopt beam-search with size 4 882

and nucleus sampling with top-k(k=50) and top- 883

p(p=0.95). Table 9 shows that nucleus sampling 884

truly gains better results than beam-search.

Tasks Beam-Search Nucleus Sampling
CoQA 0.765/81.60 0.766/81.98
SQuAD 0.679/85.51 0.691/85.59
DocNLI 2.380/49.33 2.376/49.98

Table 9: Results using beam-search or nucleus sam-
pling.

885

B.2 Efficiency Analysis 886

When training the multitask model, we jointly 887

train five tasks in one model, so the efficiency of 888
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our strategy is an inevitable topic. Here in Figure889

4, we demonstrate the training curves of Task a890

and m using single model and multitask model.

Single

Multitask

Single

Multitask

step

loss of m

(13000, 1.388)
(55000, 1.372)

step

loss of a

(19000, 0.777) (57500, 0.767)

Figure 4: The training curves of Task a and m using
single model and multitask model. The optimum points
are marked in the figures. Note that our batch size is 64.

891

We can clearly see that the convergence speed892

of multitask model is not five times slower than893

the single model. In fact, it only takes about three894

times of steps in Task a and four times in Task m,895

for our multitask model to meet the optimum point896

compared with the single model. Also, the initial897

convergence speed in the first few steps of the sin-898

gle model is only about twice as fast as the joint899

model. Thus, in training we can say that the five900

tasks mutually benefit each other. In inference our901

multitask model takes about five times as long to902

generate a question.903

B.3 Mathematically Analysis of Rationale904

Sampling905

Although the intuition of our rationale sampling906

is to use previous sentences and the Q-A pairs on907

Rn to restore Rn,
∑n

i=n′+1(Qi+Ai) is dependent908

on and logically connected with
∑n′

i=1(Qi + Ai).909

Also, since the information of
∑n′

i=1(Qi + Ai) is910

totally contained in
∪n′

i=1Ri, we might as well do911

the following transformation. 912

loss(Rn|
n∑

i=n′+1

(Qi +Ai) +
n′∪
i=1

Ri, θ)

≈ loss(Rn|
n∑

i=1

(Qi +Ai) +

n′∪
i=1

Ri, θ).

913

Also, since the information of
∑n

i=n′+1(Qi + 914

Ai) contribute not much to generate
∪n′

i=1Ri, we 915

can say that 916

p(
n′∪
i=1

Ri|
n∑

i=1

(Qi +Ai), θ)

≈ p(
n′∪
i=1

Ri|
n′∑
i=1

(Qi +Ai, θ).

917

Then, 918

loss(Rn|
n∑

i=n′+1

(Qi +Ai) +
n′∪
i=1

Ri, θ)

≈ loss(Rn|
n∑

i=1

(Qi +Ai) +

n′∪
i=1

Ri, θ)

= −
log p(Rn|

∑n
i=1(Qi +Ai) +

∪n′

i=1Ri, θ)

mn −mn′

= − 1

mn −mn′
[

log p(Rn|
n∑

i=1

(Qi +Ai) +
n′∪
i=1

Ri, θ)

+ log p(
n′∪
i=1

Ri|
n∑

i=1

(Qi +Ai), θ)

− log p(

n′∪
i=1

Ri|
n∑

i=1

(Qi +Ai), θ)]

= − 1

mn −mn′
[log p(

n∪
i=1

Ri|
n∑

i=1

(Qi +Ai), θ)

− log p(

n′∪
i=1

Ri|
n∑

i=1

(Qi +Ai), θ)] (use Eq.2)

≈ − 1

mn −mn′
[log p(

n∪
i=1

Ri|
n∑

i=1

(Qi +Ai), θ)

− log p(

n′∪
i=1

Ri|
n′∑
i=1

(Qi +Ai), θ)]

=
1

mn −mn′
(mnlosshn −mn′ losshn′ ) ≜ a.

919
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B.4 Other Rationale Sampling Strategies920

Besides the rationale sampling strategy in 4.3, we921

also conduct two other versions. The first one is a922

constant function with a value of 0.3, as Eq.6. In923

the second version, we use the length of each ra-924

tionale on behalf of its amount of information. We925

let x mean the ratio between the current rationale926

length and the story length and make kp linear re-927

lated to x. Empirically, we set the slope to 3 and928

an upper bound of 0.75, as Eq.7.929

kp = 0.3. (6)930

kp =

{
3x, 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25

0.75, 0.25 < x ≤ 1
(7)931

Tasks Eq.6 Eq.7 Ours
CoQA 0.772/81.62 0.762/81.88 0.766/81.98
SQuAD 0.660/85.43 0.651/85.61 0.691/85.59

DocNLI 2.382/49.12 2.375/49.88 2.376/49.98

Table 10: Results using different rationale sampling
strategies.

Using these three rationale sampling methods,932

we train three sets of models on different tasks933

with full strategies. The results are in Table 10.934

We can see that the dynamic probability is more935

suitable than the constant value. Also, our strategy936

based on auxiliary Task h performs better than that937

based on sentence length. Specifically, it gets 0.1938

points higher on CoQA and DocNLI and gets al-939

most the same score on SQuAD.940

C Example Analysis941

In this paper, we propose the consecutive question942

generation strategy which mainly focuses on the943

accuracy, coverage, and informativeness of a se-944

ries of Q-A pairs generated on a whole passage.945

Here we further analyze the improvements of our946

model with a specific example. In Table C, using947

one passage in CoQA dev set, we present the syn-948

thesized questions produced by our model, com-949

pared with Two step, Single m, Joint train + rerank950

independent model, and the original data.951

From the example, we can see that the original952

data contains 20 turns of Q-A pair, but the Q-A953

17 to Q-A 20 are out of order. Our model gener-954

ates 15 Q-A pairs, which is 4 turns more than other955

models, thanks to the rationale sampling strategy.956

For instance, the QA 14 and QA 15 of our model 957

both focus on the last sentence, yet ask for two to- 958

tally different information, which means our strat- 959

egy really helps explore more details in a passage. 960

In the two step and single m model, QA 4 is 961

inconsistent and QA 8 is grammatical erroneous, 962

which is not accurate. 963

Meanwhile, since single m model does not sam- 964

ple rationales and asks questions sentence by sen- 965

tence, QA 5 should focus on the “The girls dog · · · 966

up ahead” rationale. However, it asks a question 967

still based on the previous sentence, which means 968

although we input the rationale, it gets the wrong 969

information and asks twice about the fact that the 970

girl was scared to go ahead, and misses a question 971

about the dog’s behavior. This is why we relate ra- 972

tionale accuracy to coverage and regard Task r as 973

an important task. 974

In the joint train + rerank independent model, 975

because the questions are generated independently 976

and Task h cannot be helpful, QA 2 asks for the 977

same answer as QA 1, which provide little infor- 978

mation and where other models properly ask about 979

the location they travel to. It proves that our mutu- 980

ally connected consecutive question generation is 981

beneficial. 982

Additionally, the question series of two step and 983

joint train + rerank independent model lack flu- 984

ency. The pre-generated answers are often too 985

long to be proper answers, and the independent 986

Q-A pairs are too stiff and crude, mainly because 987

of the missing of connections. Finally, among the 988

examples we can say with confidence, our model 989

generates the best question-answer series and ex- 990

plore the passage most appropriately. 991
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S: This is the story of a young girl and her dog. The young girl and her dog set out a trip into the992

woods one day. Upon entering the woods the girl and her dog found that the woods were dark and993

cold. The girl was a little scared and was thinking of turning back, but yet they went on. The girl’s994

dog was acting very interested in what was in the bushes up ahead. To both the girl and the dog’s995

surprise, there was a small brown bear resting in the bushes. The bear was not surprised and did996

not seem at all interested in the girl and her dog. The bear looked up at the girl and it was almost997

as if he was smiling at her. He then rested his head on his bear paws and went back to sleep. The998

girl and the dog kept walking and finally made it out of the woods. To this day the girl does not999

know why the bear was so friendly and to this day she has never told anyone about the meeting1000

with the bear in the woods.1001

1002

Q1: Who is the story about? A1: Young girl and her dog.1003

Q1: Who is this story about? A1: Young girl and her dog.1004

Q1: Who is the story about? A1: Young girl and her dog.1005

Q1: Who is the story about? A1: Young girl and her dog.1006

Q1: What is the story about? A1: A girl and a dog.1007

1008

Q2: What did they do? A2: Set out trip into woods.1009

Q2: Where did they go? A2: Into woods.1010

Q2: Where did they go? A2: Into woods.1011

Q2: Who set out on a trip? A2: Young girl and her dog. (Not informative)1012

Q2: What were they doing? A2: Set on on a trip.1013

1014

Q3: When? A3: One day.1015

Q3: What were the woods like? A3: Dark and cold.1016

Q3: Was it warm there? A3: No.1017

Q3: Were the woods dark and cold? A3: Yes.1018

Q3: Where? A3: The woods.1019

1020

Q4: Did they find the woods warm? A4: No.1021

Q4: Why did they go on? A4: Girl was scared and was thinking of turning back.(Not accurate)1022

Q4: Was the girl scared? A4: Yes.1023

Q4: Who was thinking of turning back? A4: Girl.1024

Q4: How did the girl feel? A4: Scared.1025

1026

Q5: How did the girl feel? A5: Scared.1027

Q5: Why did they go on? A5: Dog was acting very interested in what was in bushes up ahead.1028

Q5: What was she thinking of? A5: Turning back.(Lack of coverage)1029

Q5: Who was interested in what was in the bushes? A5: Dog.1030

Q5: How about the dog? A5: He wasn’t.1031

1032

Q6: What was she thinking of? A6: Turning back.1033

Q6: What was in the bushes? A6: Small brown bear.1034

Q6: What was in the bushes? A6: Bear.1035

Q6: What was in the bushes? A6: Small brown bear.1036

Q6: How did he feel? A6: He was interested.1037

1038

Q7: What was the dog doing? A7: Acting very interested in what was in bushes up ahead.1039

Q7: Did the bear seem surprised? A7: No.1040

Q7: Did it seem interested? A7: No.1041

Q7: What did the bear not seem at all interested in? A7: Girl and her dog.1042
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Q7: In what? A7: What was in the bushes. 1043

1044

Q8: What was it? A8: Small brown bear. 1045

Q8: What did the bear do? A8: He looked up at girl and it was almost as if he was smiling at her. 1046

Q8: What was it? A8: Almost as if he was smiling at her. (Not accurate) 1047

Q8: How did the bear look at the girl? A8: it was almost as if he was smiling at. 1048

Q8: What was it? A8: A bear. 1049

1050

Q9: What was it doing? A9: Resting in bushes. 1051

Q9: What did he do next? A9: He rested his head on his bear paws and went back to sleep. 1052

Q9: What did he do next? A9: Rested his head on his bear paws. 1053

Q9: What did the bear do then? A9: Rested his head on his bear paws and went back to sleep. 1054

Q9: What did it do? A9: Rested in the bushes. 1055

1056

Q10: Did the bear seem upset? A10: No. 1057

Q10: What happened next? A10: Girl and dog kept walking and finally made it out of woods. 1058

Q10: Did they make it out of the woods? A10: Yes. 1059

Q10: Did the girl make it out of the woods? A10: Yes. 1060

Q10: Did it notice the two? A10: Not really. 1061

1062

Q11: What did he do? A11: Looked up at girl and it was almost as if he was smiling. 1063

Q11: What does the girl think about the meeting with the bear? 1064

A11: Girl does not know why bear was so friendly and to this day she has never told anyone. 1065

Q11: Did the girl know why the bear was so friendly? A11: No. 1066

Q11: What did the young girl not know? A11: Why bear was so friendly. 1067

Q11: How did the girl and the dog feel? A11: Surprised. 1068

1069

Q12: What did he do next? A12: Rested his head on his bear paws and went back to sleep. 1070

Q12: How did the bear react? A12: Not surprised. 1071

1072

Q13: Did they make it out of the woods? A13: Yes. 1073

Q13: What did he do? A13: Looked at the girl. 1074

1075

Q14: Did the girl know why the bear was so friendly? A14: No. 1076

Q14: Was he mean? A14: He smiled. 1077

1078

Q15: Did the girl tell anyone? A15: No. 1079

Q15: Does she know why? A15: No. 1080

1081

Q16: Who did she tell? A16: No one. 1082

1083

Q17: Was the woods open and light? A17: No. 1084

1085

Q18: What was it like? A18: Dark and cold. 1086

1087

Q19: Was she thinking of turning back? A19: Yes. 1088

1089

Q20: Did she? A20: No. 1090

1091

1092
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